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Content for the IPv6 book:

Background → Project description → Impact → Prospects

Event related activities

Collection of Information → Interviews?

Publications:

Publications:
IPv6 Deployment

- Published in February 2004
- 2000-5000 booklets (80 pages) + Web
- Based on IST projects
- Distribution Channels
  - Events and conferences
  - Commission
  - IST Projects
Proposed Schedule

- Table of Content 25 Oct 03
- Decision on Editorial Core Team 25 Oct 03
- Information to IPv6 Projects, Commission 6 Nov 03
- Contribution from Projects, etc. 15 Dec 03
- Interviews 15 Jan 04
- Editorial 30 Jan 04
- Printing 15 Feb 04
Center of Gravity?

- IPv6 Deployment
- IPv6 Applications
- IPv6 Projects in FP6
- Mobile IPv6
- Sector Specific Business Opportunities